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ABSTRACT: For the ﬁrst time, a systematic investigation of the
glass transition and its related dynamics of myoglobin in water
glycerol solvent mixtures of diﬀerent water contents is presented. By a combination of broadband dielectric spectroscopy
and diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC), we have studied
the relation between the protein and solvent dynamics with the
aim to better understand the calorimetric glass transition, Tg, of
proteins and the role of solvent for protein dynamics. The
results show that both the viscosity related R-relaxation in
the solvent as well as several diﬀerent protein relaxations are
involved in the calorimetric glass transition, and that the
broadness (ΔTg) of the transition depends strongly on the total amount of solvent. The main reason for this seems to be that
the protein relaxation processes become more separated in time with decreasing solvent level. The results are compared to that of
hydrated myoglobin where the hydration water does not give any direct contribution to the calorimetric Tg. However, the large-scale
R-like relaxation in the hydration water is still responsible for the protein dynamics that freeze-in at Tg. Finally, the dielectric data
show clearly that the protein relaxation processes exhibit similar temperature dependences as the R-relaxation in the solvent, as
suggested for solvent-slaved protein motions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Proteins cannot function without surrounding hydration
water. It has, for instance, been shown that the enzymatic activity
of the model protein lysozyme is absent in the dehydrated state
up to about 0.2 g of water/g of protein, and that roughly an equal
fraction of water and protein is required for its full activity.1,2
Similar behavior also appears to be typical for other globular
proteins.1 The reason for this is that the function of a protein
involves conformational changes of the protein structure, which,
in some way, are promoted by the solvent. However, exactly how
the solvent enables protein structure ﬂuctuations is still a matter
of discussion.38
The dynamics of a protein is determined by its energy landscape,9
but due to the complex structure of a protein, this energy landscape
is basically impossible to determine. The situation is very similar to
ordinary glasses (for proteins at low temperatures) and supercooled
liquids (for proteins above the glass-transition-like onset of largescale motions around 200 K),9,10 with the exception that for proteins
the increase of ﬂuctuations with increasing temperature is not
directly caused by the increasing thermal energy. Rather, the protein
motions are promoted by the temperature induced increasing
motions in the solvent.6 Thus, the motion of a protein from one
substate to another seems to be “driven” by the solvent. A molecular
dynamics (MD) study by Tarek and Tobias5 suggested that
translational motions in the solvent are required for substantial
protein dynamics, whereas local rotations and reorientations of the
solvent molecules have almost no inﬂuence on the protein dynamics. Similar conclusions were also drawn by Doster and Settles7
from studies where a combination of several techniques was used.
It was suggested that it is the viscosity of the hydration water that is
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the essential coupling parameter between a protein and its surrounding solvent. A somewhat diﬀerent idea was proposed by Frauenfelder and co-workers,4,8 who suggested that the β-relaxation in the
hydration shell controls local (β-like) ﬂuctuations in the internal
part of the protein and that the biologically most important largescale (R-like) ﬂuctuations in the protein are determined by the
cooperative and viscosity related R-relaxation in the bulk solvent.
Consequently, when the R-relaxation of the solvent freezes in or
disappears around the glass transition temperature Tg, also the more
large-scale protein motions are expected to vanish.
The glass transition of hydrated proteins has been investigated
by calorimetric and rheologic measurements (see, e.g., refs
1115), and it has been shown that, except for the fact that this
transition can be tricky to observe, it is exceptionally broad;12,14,15
i.e., the protein glass transition is not characterized by one speciﬁc
temperature or a narrow temperature range. The broadness has
been discussed in terms of a size distribution of water clusters on
the protein surface15 or a large distribution of relaxation times, due
to a large number of relaxing local regions, within the protein
water system.12 Recently, it was, in fact, shown that a number of
diﬀerent protein relaxations participate in the glass transition
region of hydrated proteins.16
For systematic investigations of the dynamics of proteins and
its surrounding solvent, and how they are related to each other, it
is useful to change both the total solvent content as well as the
dynamical properties of the solvent. In the present study, this has
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been achieved by using diﬀerent compositional mixtures of water
and glycerol as a solvent. The advantage of using this type of
mixture is fourfold:
(1) Biological function can be preserved even at high glycerol
contents (up to at least 90 wt % glycerol in the case of, for
instance, the globular protein lysozyme17).
(2) The addition of glycerol suppresses the probability of
water to crystallize in the supercooled regime.
(3) The glycerol molecules are, like water, also forming
hydrogen bonds to each other and to biological surfaces.
(4) The dynamical properties of the solvent can be substantially changed by changing the glycerol/water ratio.
The aim of the present calorimetric and dielectric study is to
relate the calorimetric glass transition region ΔTg in the
proteinsolvent (waterglycerol) system to the relaxation
processes obtained by dielectric spectroscopy. This in turn
gives the opportunity to investigate the relation between
protein and solvent dynamics, and how the relaxational
behavior changes compared to that of hydrated proteins. From
our results, it is clear that the calorimetric glass transition is in
fact due to the freezing-in of both the R-relaxation in the
solvent as well as several protein relaxations occurring on
diﬀerent time scales. Furthermore, it is evident that the protein
motions are directly related to the solvent dynamics. In the
case of hydrated proteins, the hydration water undergoes
a dynamic crossover when a local low-temperature water
relaxation transforms to an R-like relaxation at 160180
K.18 This onset of more cooperative and long-range water
motions at the crossover temperature seems to be responsible
also for the glass-transition-like onset of large-scale protein
ﬂuctuations.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The protein investigated in this study was freeze-dried horse
heart myoglobin powder purchased from Sigma. The protein
powder was mixed with certain amounts and compositions of
waterglycerol mixtures to give 11 samples in total. The mixing
procedure was performed by repeatedly adding small amounts
of the freeze-dried protein powder to the mixture, and stirring.
The diﬀerent compositions, given in wt % water and total
solvent level h (h = g of solvent/g of protein), are as follows:
20 wt % (h = 1 and h = 2), 33 wt % (h = 1 and h = 2), 40 wt % (h =
1 and h = 2), and 50 wt % (h = 1 and h = 2). For reference, we
also investigated three protein samples with single solvents, i.e.,
with 100 wt % glycerol (h = 1) and 100 wt % water (hydrated to
h = 0.5 and h = 0.33), and all the corresponding pure solvent
mixtures. The preparation of the hydrated proteins was
performed in 100% humidity (in a desiccator). Finally, it
should be noted that the basic water content of approximately
0.1 wt % was not taken into account in the hydration levels
given above.
2.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed on TA
Instruments DSC Q1000. For each measurement, the sample
(≈510 mg) was placed in a hermetic pan of aluminum, and as a
reference, an empty hermetic pan was used. After equilibration at
95 K, the measurement of each sample was carried out in the
heating mode (heating rate 5 K/min) in the temperature interval
95295 K. The temperature for the inflection point of the glass
transition (Tg) was determined using the Universal Analysis
2000 software (TA Instruments), and the broadness of the glass
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transition by analyzing the derivative of the heat flow with respect
to the temperature. Each measurement was carried out several
times to ensure reproducibility of the data.
2.2. Dielectric Spectroscopy. The dielectric measurements
were performed on a broadband dielectric spectrometer from
Novocontrol. The samples were investigated in the frequency
and temperature ranges 102109 Hz and 120350 K, respectively. For the lower frequencies (102107 Hz), an Alfa-S High
Resolution Dielectric Analyzer was used, and the measurements in
the higher frequency range (106109 Hz) were carried out using
an Agilent 4291B RF Impedance Analyzer. For each measurement,
the sample of thickness 0.1 mm (determined by silica spacers) was
placed between two gold plated electrodes of 20 and 10 mm
diameter for the low and high frequency measurements, respectively. In order to reduce the large contribution of conductivity and
electrode polarization to the spectra at low frequencies, we also
measured the samples with a Teflon film of 100 μm thickness
placed between the sample and one of the electrodes. This type of
setup has been shown to reduce such effects.19,20 However, since
the use of a Teflon layer may cause unwanted peaks21 in the data,
the measured results were compared with some corresponding
results obtained without the Teflon layer as well as measurements
on the corresponding pure solvents with and without the same
Teflon film. In addition, the results obtained with the Teflon
setup were verified by analyzing the imaginary part of the
permittivity with the dc-conductivity subtracted and the derivative
of the real part of the permittivity22 for the samples without Teflon.
However, although this careful analysis of the data obtained
with the Teflon setup was needed, these measurements simplified
the analysis of the relaxation process temperature dependences,
which thereby motivated the use of the Teflon setup.
After preparation, each sample was placed in a sample
holder and cooled down to 120 K and then reheated to
350 K while isothermal ((0.2 K) scans were made at every
ﬁfth degree. The imaginary part of the dielectric response, ε*(f) =
ε0 (f)  iε00 (f), was then analyzed. The dielectric loss peaks
obtained for each sample were ﬁtted by several HavriliakNegami functions23 (eq 1) and one more general ﬁt
function24 (eq 2)
!
εs  ε¥
00
ε ðωÞ ¼ Im
ð1Þ
ð1 þ ðiωτÞR Þβ

∑
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ε00 ðωÞ ¼

εp
ð1  CÞ
½bðω=ωp Þa þ aðω=ωp Þb  þ C
aþb

ð2Þ

where ω = 2πf is the angular frequency. Speciﬁc parameters for
the equations are in eq 1 the relaxation time τ, the static dielectric
constant εs, and the limiting value of the dielectric constant at
high frequencies ε¥. The shape parameters R and β determine
the symmetric and asymmetric broadening of the relaxation peak,
respectively. In eq 2, ωp and ε00p are the position and the height of
the peak. The parameters a and b are shape parameters that
describe, in a loglog plot, the slope of the peak at the low
and high frequency side, respectively, and the C parameter is
a parameter that describes the broadening of the relaxation
peak without changing the power laws at the high and low
frequency sides.
The temperature dependences of the obtained relaxation
processes were described by the VogelFulcherTammann
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(VFT) equation2527 (eq 3) or by the Arrhenius law (eq 4)


DT0
τ ¼ τ0 exp
ð3Þ
T  T0
τ ¼ τ0 expðEa =kB TÞ

ð4Þ

where τ0 is the relaxation time extrapolated to inﬁnite temperature, Ea is the activation energy, and T0 is the temperature where
τ would go to inﬁnity. The parameter D determines the deviation
from Arrhenius temperature dependence. Equations 3 and 4 are
generally used to describe the R- and β-relaxations, which are due
to global conﬁgurational changes and more local movements in
the material, respectively.

3. RESULTS
In Figure 1, we show calorimetric glass transitions as obtained
from DSC scans on myoglobin in a variety of mixtures of
diﬀerent water contents and solvent levels. For comparison,
the result from one of the hydrated protein samples (h = 0.33)
is also shown. The upper panel of Figure 1 shows the results for
myoglobin in the mixture containing 20 wt % water at the
solvent levels h = 1 (A) and h = 2 (B), and the middle panel the
mixture of 33 wt % water at h = 1 (C) and h = 2 (D). The lower
panel (E) and (F) shows the results for the mixture with 40 wt %
water at h = 1, and myoglobin hydrated to a level of h = 0.33,
respectively. From this ﬁgure and Figure 2A and B, it can be
seen that the glass transition temperature Tg (given by the
inﬂection point) as well as the glass transition range, ΔTg (taken
from the onset to the end temperature of the transition),
decreases with increasing water content for a speciﬁc solvent
level. For instance, when the water content is increased from 20
to 40 wt %, Tg decreases with ≈15 K independent of the total
solvent level, and the glass transition range becomes somewhat
narrower. It can also be seen that the glass transition range and
the glass transition temperature decrease with increasing solvent level, suggesting that not only the time scale of the solvent
dynamics is important for the protein dynamics but also the
amount of solvent, as observed in a recent quasielastic neutron
scattering study.28
In Figure 3, typical dielectric loss spectra are shown for three of
the measured samples with Teﬂon ﬁlm. From these ﬁgures, it is
evident that several relaxation processes are present in the data,
whereas contributions from dc conductivity and polarization
eﬀects are almost negligible due to the use of the Teﬂon ﬁlm.
Without the Teﬂon ﬁlm, it is more diﬃcult to determine the
relaxation processes that are observed in the low frequency and
high temperature range. It is important to note, however, that
the processes can be observed also without Teﬂon if the
derivative22 of the real part of the permittivity is analyzed or
the dc-conductivity is subtracted from the imaginary part of
the permittivity, as shown in Figure 4. In this ﬁgure, the imaginary part of the permittivity of myoglobin in a waterglycerol
solvent of 33 wt % water (h = 1) is compared in measurements
with and without the Teﬂon setup. It can be seen that, if the dcconductivity is subtracted from the data taken without using the
Teﬂon setup, the resulting data are very similar to the data taken
with the Teﬂon setup, although the peaks become slightly more
pronounced when the Teﬂon setup is used. This similarity
justiﬁes our experimental approach to use the Teﬂon setup in
our measurements.

All processes shown in Figure 3 were curve ﬁtted using the
HavriliakNegami function (eq 1), except the slowest one for
which eq 2 was used. In Figure 5, the temperature dependent
relaxation times of the processes obtained from the curve ﬁtting
of the experimental data are shown together with the glass
transition range determined by DSC. The ﬁgure shows two
solvent processes, where the fastest one (process I) is a local
water process that is commonly observed in systems of conﬁned
supercooled water.29 Its origin is not fully clear, but most likely it
is due to reorientations of single water molecules. The second
fastest process, denoted IIa or IIb depending on the temperature
and sample composition, is the observed main relaxation of
the solvent, in accordance with the observed dielectric relaxation
processes of the corresponding bulk solvents.30,31 At higher
temperatures, above the dynamic crossover temperature (see
below), this process is denoted IIa and corresponds to the
viscosity and glass transition related R-relaxation in the solvent;
i.e., in Figure 5AE, it is due to the R-relaxation of the mixture,
and in Figure 5F, to the relaxation of the hydration water.
It should however be noted that even if process IIa is dominated
by the relaxation of the solvent it also contains a smaller
contribution of local protein motions on a similar time scale,
as previously has been observed by both quasielastic neutron
scattering (QENS)28,32 and time domain dielectric spectroscopy
(TDDS).33
Below the crossover temperature, this relaxation (IIb) is due
to a local β-relaxation of conﬁned water molecules,15,18,29,34 or
even more exactly, due to a secondary relaxation of Johari
Goldstein type.35 It should here be noted that this low
temperature water relaxation (IIb) is also commonly denoted
w- or ν-relaxation.35,36 Further evidence showing that this low
temperature process is a water relaxation of local character has
also been obtained from 1D and 2D 2H NMR investigations.37,38
Thus, the reason for the dynamic crossover from process IIa to
IIb is that at this temperature the local water relaxation becomes
decoupled from the viscosity related structural R-relaxation of
the solvent. Below the crossover temperature, the R- relaxation of
the waterglycerol mixtures is generally weak and diﬃcult to
observe (or even nonobservable in the case of hydration water18).
Therefore, its temperature dependence is extrapolated by the
VFT ﬁts shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 6, we show the composition dependence of the main
solvent relaxation (process II) and the two fastest protein
processes (III and IV), as well as a comparison with results
found in the literature. In Figure 6A, it can be seen that the
viscosity related process IIa becomes signiﬁcantly faster with
increasing water fraction for a given solvent content, and also
slightly faster with increasing total solvent content. In addition to
the solvent processes I and II, the samples exhibit also slower
relaxation processes due to protein motions, as shown in Figure 5.
The fastest of these processes (process III) is, based on earlier
results from time-domain spectroscopy,39 attributed to be due to
the relaxation of protein polar side groups, which are probably
relaxing together with associated water molecules. Probably due
to preferential hydration,40 the time scale of this process is only
slightly dependent on the composition of the solvent, as shown in
Figure 6B. This is also true for process IV shown in Figures 5 and
6C. However, it should be noted that the origin (which will be
discussed below) of this process, as well as the remaining
relaxation process of myoglobin in the mixture of 20 wt % water
and h = 2 (Figure 5B), is not fully clear.
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Figure 1. DSC curves obtained for myoglobin in waterglycerol mixtures with 20 wt % water at the solvent levels h = 1 (A) and h = 2 (B), 33 wt % water
at h = 1 (C) and h = 2 (D), and 40 wt % at h = 1 (E) and for myglobin at the hydration level h = 0.33 (F). The insets show the derivative of the heat ﬂow
(hf) with respect to the temperature (T), from which the broadness of the glass transition range was determined.
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Figure 2. (A) The DSC glass transition temperature Tg (determined
by the inﬂection point) and (B) the DSC glass transition range ΔTg
(the whole transition range estimated from the derivative of the heat
ﬂow with respect to the temperature) shown as a function of wt % water
in the solvent for all measured samples. The error in ΔTg is (5 K.

For low water fractions (i.e., 20 wt %), the main solvent
process (process IIa in Figure 5) is, as mentioned above, due to
the R-relaxation of the solvent in the entire temperature range.
However, at higher water fractions, there is a pronounced crossover from a high temperature non-Arrhenius behavior (process
IIa) to a low temperature Arrhenius dependence (process IIb) at
about 170 K in a similar way as observed for hydrated proteins
(Figure 5F and ref 18) when the local β-relaxation of the water
decouples from the structural R-relaxation of the solvent, as
discussed above. The exact time scale and activation energy of
this low temperature water relaxation depend on the nature of
the local environment of the relaxing water molecules (e.g.,
the number of hydrogen bonds to surrounding water molecules),
and thereby also on the fraction of water in the sample, as
shown for aqueous solutions.36 This also implies that the actual
crossover temperature depends on the concentration of water in
the solvent.
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4. DISCUSSION
For hydrated myoglobin, the low temperature water process
IIb in Figure 5F reaches a relaxation time of 100 s at about 125 K.
Obviously, this temperature is far below the onset temperature of
the broad Tg range, which from the DSC measurements is
determined to occur from 170 K to approximately 265 K (see
Figure 1F). Since a secondary process is not expected to
participate in a glass transition, this observation further supports
the viewpoint that this process is due to a secondary β-relaxation
of the hydration water below the dynamic crossover temperature,
as discussed above. The calorimetric glass transition Tg of this
sample occurs at about 210 K (see Figure 1F), which is a
considerably higher temperature than the temperature of about
165 K where the only clearly observed protein process (process
III in Figure 5F) reaches a relaxation time of 100 s. This implies
that also other slower protein processes must contribute to the
calorimetrically observed glass transition of this sample, although
these are too weak to be observed in the dielectric measurement.
This is, however, not the case for myoglobin in waterglycerol
solvents (Figure 5) and myoglobin at a higher hydration level16
where one or more additional slower protein processes can be
dielectrically observed. The origin of these processes are not fully
established, but one of them (process IV in Figures 5 and 6C) is
in agreement, regarding both relaxation times and temperature
dependence, with conformational changes of the protein structure as determined by hole-burning spectroscopy, as shown in
Figure 6C.41 Although it should be noted that this process is
observed on approximately the same time scale as both a slow
Debye-like process and a Teﬂon induced “conductivity peak”
recently revealed42 to occur in the corresponding pure solvents, it
is clear from Figure 4 that the process cannot be a Teﬂon induced
“conductivity peak” as it is shown also in the measurement where
no Teﬂon ﬁlm was used. Neither is it likely that its main
contribution comes from the solvent, since the Debye-like
process in the corresponding pure solvents is narrower and of
lower dielectric strength. Therefore, we believe that process IV
shown in Figures 5AE and 6C should mainly be due to
conformational changes of the protein. Further support that
processes III, IV, and V in Figure 5 are due to protein motions
comes from the fact that the glass transition ranges (see Figures 1
and 5) extend to considerably higher temperatures than the
temperatures where the R-relaxation in the solvents reach a
relaxation time of 100 s, i.e., freezes in on the time scale of the
calorimetric measurements. Thus, glass transition related solvent
motions are too fast in the high temperature range of the broad
Tg range to contribute to the calorimetric Tg in that temperature
range. Instead, it must be protein motions that freeze-in in the
high temperature range of Tg, which, hence, supports our
interpretation that processes III, IV, and V in Figure 5 are caused
by glass transition related protein relaxations. In addition, by
comparing results from TDDS and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), it has been shown that protein motions give rise to
relaxations on a time scale similar to the here observed process
III, as shown in Figure 6B.33
In the case of the hydrated protein, the crossover in the water
dynamics (from process IIa to process IIb) observed at about 165
K (Figure 5F and ref 16) is close to the onset temperature of the
glass transition (see Figure 1F). This is most likely not a
coincidence, since the R-like relaxation of the hydration water
vanishes at the crossover temperature,18 and no glass transition
related conformational changes of the protein can occur without
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Figure 3. Temperature evolution of the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity vs frequency for some measured myoglobin samples with total
solvent contents h and solvent compositions as given in the ﬁgures. For each measurement, an insulating layer of Teﬂon was placed between the sample
and one of the electrodes. In part D, the curve ﬁtting is shown to visualize how the relaxation times of the diﬀerent relaxation processes were extracted
from the measured data.

such large-scale motions in the solvent.4 Thus, the crossover in
the water dynamics, and the associated vanishing of the more
large-scale R-like relaxation, seems to cause the glass transition
of the proteinsolvent system (see ref 16). However, probably
due to the vanishing of the R-like relaxation before the characteristic time scale of the calorimetric glass transition is reached,
the interfacial water does not exhibit any clearly observable glass
transition.
Our present results can be compared with several studies on
diﬀerent hydrated proteins,37,38 including our previous studies
on hydrated myoglobin at diﬀerent hydration levels.16,18 They all
show a similar temperature behavior with a distinct crossover in
temperature dependence from a high temperature VFT temperature dependence (process IIa) to a low temperature
Arrhenius behavior (process IIb) for the water relaxation, even if it
is somewhat slower in the sample at the highest hydration level
h = 0.8 (compared to the here observed process II) due to partly ice
formation.18 A similar crossover in temperature dependence as
observed for the water relaxation was also found for the fastest
protein process in the samples of the higher hydration levels h =
0.5 and h = 0.816,18 but not in the sample at the hydration level h =
0.33 in the present study. Thus, at the higher hydration levels, we
found indications of a dynamic crossover to more local protein

dynamics in a similar way as for the hydration water. Why no such
crossover in the protein dynamics can be observed at h = 0.33 is
still unclear.
The result obtained for the water relaxation (in this study as
well as in the majority of available studies)16,18,29,37,38 is in
contrast to the result obtained in ref 48 where it was found that
the water process could be described by a VFT temperature
behavior in the entire measured temperature range, i.e., from
high temperatures down to Tg. We cannot ﬁnd any reason for this
inconsistency but only conclude that our present result is in
accordance with other studies on water conﬁned in a variety of
crystalline host materials as well as by surfaces of biological
materials, as shown by both dielectric spectroscopy and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR).16,18,29,34,37,38,4347 In addition,
both the protein and water relaxations in ref 48 were found to
be slower than the corresponding processes obtained in the
present study. A possible explanation for the diﬀerence in time
scales of protein motions as well as water dynamics could be the
insulator material used in the present study and in ref 48 to
reduce the low frequency dispersion due to conductivity and
electrode polarization. We have used Teﬂon, which has previously been shown49 to shift relaxation peaks to slightly higher
frequencies, although these shifts are very small for the present
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Figure 4. Comparison of experimental data on myoglobin in a water
glycerol solvent of 33 wt % water taken at T = 215 K with and without the
Teﬂon setup. The ordinary data, shown as the imaginary part of the
permittivity, taken without the Teﬂon setup are shown both as raw data
and with the contribution from dc-conductivity subtracted. It should be
noted that the subtracted data without using the Teﬂon setup are very
similar to the data taken with the Teﬂon setup.

samples, as shown in Figure 4. In ref 48, Mylar was used, which
may cause diﬀerent shifts. Moreover, it was from that study48
concluded that the main contribution to the calorimetric
protein glass transition comes from the hydration water, since
there was no sign of a Tg for the dry myoglobin powder.
However, the present study, in combination with many other
calorimetric studies of interfacial water,29,47,50 shows clearly
that interfacial water does not exhibit any observable glass
transition in an ordinary calorimetric measurement. It is
diﬃcult to understand this fact, but probably motions related
to the glass transition (i.e., the R-relaxation) vanish before the
glass transition temperature is reached, as also suggested from
the dielectric relaxation measurements where no R-relaxation
can be observed for the hydration water below the dynamic
crossover at 165 K (see Figure 5F). Furthermore, the glass
transition range of hydrated myoglobin, as also shown in
Figure 5F, is located at too high temperatures and is too broad
to be associated with a glass transition of the hydration water,
since an extrapolation of process IIa to a relaxation time of 100 s
gives a dynamic glass transition temperature of about 147 K.
Thus, even if the R-relaxation of the hydration water (process
IIa) would have continued below the crossover temperature at
165 K, it would not have been possible to associate it with the
observed calorimetric glass transition. The same conclusion
was obtained by Shinyashiki et al.51 in a dielectric study of the
protein bovine serum albumin in water. Thus, as expected,
protein hydration water behaves calorimetrically as water
conﬁned in other systems.29,47,50 The observation that also
dry myoglobin powder lacks a calorimetric Tg then implies that
motions in the surrounding water give rise to the protein
motions that freeze-in at Tg. Hence, without a surrounding
solvent, there are no protein motions, as previously found48
and also shown in this study, where the crossover in
the temperature dependence of process IIa to IIb in
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Figure 5F initiates the glass transition of the proteinwater
system. At the crossover temperature, the more cooperative Rlike relaxation (process IIa) vanishes, which, in turn, causes a
freezing-in of the large-scale protein motions that give rise to
the calorimetric glass transition. Thus, even if the hydration
water is responsible for the glass transition by causing the
protein motions, it does not give a direct relaxational contribution to the observed calorimetric glass transition, in agreement
with other calorimetric studies of interfacial water.29,47,50
For myoglobin in waterglycerol mixtures of lower water
fractions (less than 40 wt % water), a somewhat diﬀerent glass
transition scenario can be observed. In Figure 5AD, it is shown
that the R-relaxation in the solvent (process IIa) reaches a
relaxation time of 100 s (i.e., a dynamical glass transition) at
about the same temperature as the onset of the calorimetric glass
transition is found. For instance, in the case of 20 wt % water in
the solvent, its relaxation time is 100 s at 175 and 169 K for the
hydration levels h = 1 and h = 2, respectively. These temperatures
are in good agreement with the onset temperatures of the
calorimetric Tg at 175 and 168 K, respectively. The fact that
these glycerol containing solvents give a direct contribution to
the calorimetric Tg, in contrast to hydration water as discussed
above, is fully consistent with the observation that the corresponding bulk solvents exhibit calorimetric Tg with similar onset
temperatures. By comparing the dielectric and calorimetric
results, it can, furthermore, be observed that the calorimetric
Tg (given by the inﬂection point in the DSC thermogram)
corresponds well to the temperature where the slower dielectric
protein processes reach a relaxation time of 100 s. Thus, in the
cases when the solvent contains glycerol, the R-relaxation in the
solvent is present at Tg and the whole Tg range of a sample
involves the freezing-in of both the R-relaxation in the solvent as
well as diﬀerent types of protein ﬂuctuations. When these protein
ﬂuctuations occur on widely diﬀerent time scales, the Tg range
becomes particularly broad, in accordance with previous studies
of the protein glass transition.12,14
By comparing the glass transition temperatures obtained by
DSC for myoglobin in the waterglycerol mixtures (Figure 1AE)
with the corresponding data on hydrated myoglobin in Figure 1F
and ref 16, it is evident that the inﬂection point is considerably
closer to the lower end of the Tg range for the glycerol containing
samples. In fact, for several of the glycerol containing samples, it
can be seen that the glass transition is asymmetric and seems to
contain at least two components, one sharp at the lower part of
the glass transition range and one broad at a slightly higher
temperature, as seen in the insets of Figure 1. This is not the case
for the hydrated protein, where only one broad component can
be observed (see Figure 1F and ref 16). This suggests that the
freezing-in of the cooperative and viscosity related R-relaxation
in the waterglycerol solvent makes a major contribution to the
calorimetric Tg of these samples, in contrast to the glass transition of hydrated myoglobin where the main contribution, as
discussed above, arises from protein motions occurring on
diﬀerent time scales. 16 The fact that the solvent makes a direct
contribution to the calorimetric glass transition only for
myoglobin in waterglycerol mixtures, and not for hydrated
myoglobin, is also evident from the much larger change in
heat capacity for the glycerol containing samples during the
transition; see Figure 1.
The relaxation times shown in Figure 5 indicate that glass
transition related protein motions are only present at temperatures above the glass transition of the solvent, or the dynamic
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Figure 5. Dielectric relaxation times for six myoglobin samples with total solvent contents and water fractions (given in wt % of the total solvent) as
given in the ﬁgure. Also shown in the ﬁgure are the DSC glass transition ranges, ΔTg, obtained in Figure 1. The lines show the results of VFT (eq 3) curve
ﬁtting of the temperature dependence of the main solvent relaxation in the high temperature range, that is, process IIa.

crossover temperature in the case of hydration water.16 It is also
clear that the protein processes exhibit similar temperature

dependences as the R-relaxation of the solvent. This is an
interesting observation, since, according to Fenimore et al.,4
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Figure 6. Dielectric relaxation times for the three main processes in the
myoglobin samples, together with data from the literature as indicated in
the legends of the ﬁgure. In part A, the main solvent relaxation is
compared with results for a glycerolwater mixture of about 31 wt %
water31 and the main water relaxation found in MCM-41.47 Part B shows
the fastest of the obtained protein relaxations (process III), which is
attributed to the motion of polar groups on the protein surface, in
accordance with the interpretation made in ref 39. In addition, results
from a combined NMR and TDDS study33 on protein motions are also
included in the ﬁgure. In part C, process IV is shown together with data
on conformational changes of the protein molecule as obtained by holeburning spectroscopy.41

the motions of a protein can be considered as “slaved” or driven
by the surrounding solvent. In their model for protein dynamics,
more local solvent motions inﬂuence local internal protein
motions, whereas large-scale protein ﬂuctuations need global
viscosity related solvent motions. However, this does not mean
that a solvent relaxation and its associated protein motions occur
on the same time scale (i.e., having the same relaxation rate);
rather, it only implies that the relaxation times of the processes
show similar temperature dependences, i.e., similar activation
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energies at a given temperature. The reason that the protein
motions are generally slower than their related solvent motions is
that a conformational change of a protein often requires a large
number of elementary steps, which can only take place if the
solvent moves. For a conceptual understanding of the diﬀerent
time scales, an analogy to Brownian motion of macromolecules
in a solution can be made.
In order to elucidate the relation between solvent and protein
dynamics in more detail, we show in Figure 7 the relaxation times
of the protein processes as a function of the relaxation time for
the R-process in the solvent (process IIa in Figure 5). From the
ﬁgure, it is evident that there are linear dependences (i.e., slopes
of unity in the loglog plots) for all the shown protein processes
and sample compositions, except maybe for the hydrated sample
(Figure 7F) where the processes can be compared only in a
limited temperature interval (170200 K). Thus, in general, we
observe the expected behavior for solvent-slaved protein
processes.3,4,8 Therefore, our ﬁndings support the study by
Fenimore et al.,3 where it was shown that the more global
conformational changes of a protein are slaved by the R-relaxation in the surrounding solvent.
Since large-scale conformational protein ﬂuctuations are required for full biological activity of proteins,52 an important
consequence of the present ﬁndings is that proteins must be
almost inactive in water rich solvents at low temperatures where
no R-relaxation is present in the solvent. Thus, for instance,
cryopreservation of protein rich food does not only slow down
the biologically most important protein processes, it even prevents them from occurring if the temperature is reduced below
the crossover temperature. The behavior is in close analogy with
normal glass-forming liquids for which the time scale of the
cooperative R-relaxation basically goes to inﬁnity and only local
β-relaxations remain below the glass transition temperature.
However, as shown in this paper, the protein does not undergo
any glass transition without help from its surrounding solvent.
Hence, in contrast to ordinary glasses, the glass transition is not
an intrinsic property of proteins. Instead, the glass transition and
other properties of proteins are driven by motions in the solvent,
although the conformational changes of a protein generally occur
on substantially longer time scales than the solvent relaxation. In
Figure 7, it is seen that the relaxation rates of the protein
processes are typically 103106 times slower than the R-relaxation in the solvent, proving the complex nature of global protein
ﬂuctuations and the associated energy landscape.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we show that the glass transition of myoglobin in
waterglycerol solvent mixtures is strongly dependent on the
fraction of water in the solvent as well as the total amount of
solvent. The glass transition temperature decreases substantially
both with increasing water fraction and increasing total amount
of solvent. Furthermore, the broadness of the glass transition
increases with decreasing solvent content. These eﬀects are
partly caused by changes in the solvent dynamics (e.g., due to
the reducing viscosity with increasing water content and the
increasing conﬁnement eﬀects with decreasing total solvent
content), but also alterations in the protein dynamics must
contribute, particularly to changes in the broadness of the glass
transition. Therefore, we believe that the reason for the diﬀerences in the broadness of the glass transition is that the
calorimetric glass transition involves several diﬀerent types of
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Figure 7. The relaxation times of the protein processes shown as a function of the relaxation time for the R-process in the solvent. The protein processes
are the same (same symbols), as shown in Figure 5. Note the almost perfect linear dependences for all protein processes and samples, except for the
hydrated sample (F) where the processes can be compared only in a limited temperature range.

relaxation processes occurring on diﬀerent time scales, and the
diﬀerence in relaxation time between these processes increases
with decreasing solvent content.
We also show that the origin of the calorimetric glass transition
is distinctly diﬀerent for myoglobin in a waterglycerol solvent
compared to hydrated myoglobin. For the glycerol containing
samples in this study, the viscosity related and cooperative Rrelaxation in the solvent makes a major contribution to the protein
glass transition. In contrast, for hydrated myoglobin, the main
contribution to the calorimetric glass transition is the freezing-in of
diﬀerent protein motions.16 In this case, the surrounding water
does not directly contribute to the calorimetric Tg step, although
the hydration water is still responsible for the protein motions that
freeze-in at Tg. The reason for this diﬀerence between the glycerol
containing samples and the hydrated samples is most likely that for

the glycerol rich samples both protein and solvent dynamics seem
to be of global character in the temperature range where these
processes reach the relaxation time of the calorimetric glass
transition, while in the case of hydrated myoglobin the hydration
water exhibits a dynamic crossover at 180 ( 20 K to a local βrelaxation at low temperatures. This local water relaxation does not
contribute to the calorimetric glass transition, and when the high
temperature R-like relaxation in the hydration water transforms to
this local process, also the cooperative protein motions disappear.
An explanation for this could be that the local β-relaxation in the
solvent can only promote local noncooperative protein motions,
which means that the more global protein motions disappear at the
same temperature as more large-scale motions in the solvent
vanish. Thus, the present ﬁndings support the conclusion by
Frauenfelder and co-workers4,8 that large scale conformational
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changes of the protein are determined by the R-relaxation in the
solvent and more local protein motions are caused by the βrelaxation in the hydration shell, although, from this study, we have
no direct evidence that the β-relaxation in the solvent (or
hydration shell) causes local protein motions.
An important implication of our results is that cryopreservation of protein rich food should be very eﬀective if the temperature is lowered below the crossover temperature.
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